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Abstract
The automatic system is being developed for prompt estimation of earthquake parameters close to realtime using telemetry data coming to a HUB in Geophysical Institute of Israel (GII) from a network of
seismometers. The network include small aperture array on Mt. Meron, which is yet not participating in
the processing. However, it might have an important contribution. Inclusion of its 16 elements data for
overall processing will allow more reliable and accurate automatic location and characterization of
earthquakes and as a consequence fast and reliable determination of earthquake information in
disastrous case. The work will be split in three stages and done in three years. At the first stage – the
first year, we shall incorporate manual array data processing, on the basis of JSTAR program including
manual and automatic picking of P and S phases, azimuth and apparent velocity estimation, distance
and epicenter determination using array parameters and joint network and array location. On the second
stage –second year we shall build an automatic version of the program and use coordinate grid-search
for location. On the third stage we shall incorporate advanced methods, which allow adaptation and
effective suppression of the array noise and improved location. The algorithm would be verified on
large database of recordings and after verification applied to routine automatic data processing in GII

Introduction
The automatic system for prompt estimation of earthquake parameters close to real-time is under
development in Geophysical Institute of Israel. The system uses telemetry data coming to a HUB (GII)
from a network of seismometers. The network includes 22 station of the Israel Seismic Network, CNF
four broad-band stations and the 16 element small aperture array on Mt. Meron (MMAI). The MMAI
is the part of the International Monitoring System, supervised by the CTBTO organization. The array
data is delivered to GII in real time via dedicated optic cable, which gives an essential advantage in the
case of strong earthquake when common communication systems may fail. Besides the signal is
coming to the HUB almost without delay, which makes it applicable for the Earthquake Early Warning.
The project is devoted to building flexible and robust real time automatic location using both the
network and the array data, which might complement one another
On the first stage of the project carried out last year we realized interactive tools for earthquake
location using small array data and carried out the following tasks:
1) Preparing a data-base of local and regional events;
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2) Determination of azimuth and apparent velocity for P and S phases via standard broad-band (BB)
F-K analysis (Kvaerna, 1989) using time windows for these two phases;
3) Making stacks of P waves and S waves according estimated azimuths and apparent velocities
(beams) and present them on the screen.
4) Picking manually P and S phases on the stacks and compute S-P travel time difference
5) Finding distance to the source using travel time table interpolation
6) Estimating coordinates of the source epicenter with azimuth and the distance estimated at previous
step.
All of this tasks are realized as interactive utilities of the JSTAR (Java-based) program, which is the
main routine tool for seismic data processing in the Seismological Division of GII . The utilities have
been verified using a set of seismic events at local, regional and teleseismic distances. This stage served
a basis for the automatic processing we planned to fulfill at the next stage.
1. Plans for the Stage 2 (Second Year) Automatic location
For the second stage we proposed automation of the previous stage procedure. This should include:
1.1 Moving window F-K analysis with detection of P and S phases due to apparent velocity
estimation: Vp > 6 km/s and Vs between 3 and 5 km/s
1.2 Providing beam traces for the detected P and S phase
1.3 Creation of a procedure which would provide a coordinate grid-search for a maximum
likelihood of epicenter due to P waveform shifts and S-P arrival time difference.
1.4 Building grid-search location procedure using jointly the array and network data

2. Method
For the second stage we proposed automation of the previous stage procedure. First we planned to tune
the algorithms on the ready data files and then use the small time windows extracted from the current
ring-buffer data. Because we are not interested in events coming below noise level, we decided to make
signal detection very similar to the one used for the ISN network – a coincidence criterion. This means
that we declare an event if at least four stations of the array trigger at a small time interval. Because we
are using optimal detector for triggering, this will allow a very high sensitivity of the overall detector.
Next we planned to cover the detection times with time windows for F-K analysis and determine
azimuth and apparent velocity for the coming wave. Two techniques: broad-band F-K of Kvaerna,
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(1986) and robust beam forming of Pinsky, (2004, 2006) were planned to be compared. Next
according to apparent velocity we had to declare P or S for the current wave and A) Using location
functional similar to F-K analysis make a grid-search for the event epicenter and B) determine accurate
arrival time for the P and S phases and using S-P arrival time difference and estimated azimuth
determine the epicenter. Finally, we had to make a linear combination of the array and network location
functional and investigate its performance.
3.

Plans realized for the half-year progress report.

During the first half of the 2013 year we have done the following:
3.1

We have built the procedure to detect arriving phases and pick them using optimal detector

and recursive picker utilities in real-time. The example of detection and picking using the real-time
recursive picker and optimal detector utility is illustrated in Figure 1, using a relatively small Dead Sea
earthquake recording of 2004/02/11 16:17:49 M=2.2. Using the automatic pick-time the time-window
for the F-K analysis is automatically selected (duration 3.25 seconds: 0.25 sec before pick and 3 sec
after pick).
3.2

Using a frequency band 2-5 Hz the F-K analysis is automatically performed for each of the

detected phases (see Figure 1) using 1.5-6 Hz band-pass (BP) filtered seismogram (see Figure 3) and
azimuth Az and apparent velocity Vapp for each phase is estimated (see Figure 4).
3.3

The P phase is selected according criterion: Vapp > 6 km/s and the S phase according

criterion 3 < Vapp < 5 km/s (see Figure 3).
3.4

The event location is provided by the azdistcooloc utility according array location, azimuth and

the S-P arrival time difference (see Figure 4). For this purpose the travel time tables are apriory computed for the
0 source depth.

3.5

We have created a data-base of 730 local events (see Figure 5) for the following statistical analysis

of the procedure performance.
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Figure 1. Three pick times (vertical lines) at a trace of the aftershock of the Dead Sea historical events
of magnitude M=5 are determined using the optimal detecctor rdet and the sta/lta function build on
rdet b) and using characeristic function picks c), which appeared to be very accurate. The time intervals
for the following BB F-K analysis are chosen as 0.5 sec before and 3 sec after the corresponding picks
and marked by color.
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Figure 2. Spectra of P wave (a) and S wave (b) for the 14 channels of the array in the automatically
selected 3.5 sec length time interval helps choosing spectral band for the BB F-K analysis.

Figure 3. The central station of the Mt. Meron array vertical trace after band-pass filter 1.5-6 Hz
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Three F-K diagrams corresponding the 3 time intervals are shown in Figure 4. The first (a) is
done for the noise time interval and don't show any prevailing peak. For the first interval estimates are:
Vapp=2.32 km/s, Az=220. For the second (b), correspoing to a prominent peak at P phase, Vapp=8.06
km/s, Az=170º. For the third time interval (c), F-K provided a prominent peak at S phase with
coresponding estimates: Vapp=4.27 km/s, Az=173.3º.
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Figure 4. The three F-K diagrams corresponding the 3 time intervals. The first (a) is done for the noisy
time interval and don't show any prevailing peak. For the first interval estimates are: Vapp=2.32 km/s,
Az=220 º. For the second (b), correspoing to a prominent peak at P phase, Vapp=8.06 km/s, Az=170º.
For the third time interval (c), F-K provided a prominent peak at S phase with coresponding estimates:
Vapp=4.27 km/s, Az=173.3º.
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Figure 5. The Result of the event location using automatic picking and the azdistcooloc procedure with
azimuth Az=170.4º estimate using P wave (a) and S wave azimuth estimate 173.4º (b).
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Figure 6. Map of the database of 730 events of magnitude M > 2 in the period range January 2001 and
October 2011 was created to test location performance of the array-network procedure.
4. Plans for the Final report.
4.1. Create a data-base of local-regional-teleseismic events for statistical testing and tuning the
procedure.
4.2 Extract array and network data directly from the ring-buffer.
4.3 Realize real-time data-extraction.
4.4 Perform statistical analysis of the procedure and tune the processing parameters (time-window
lengths, frequency band etc.).
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4.5 Build grid-search location procedure using both array and network data.
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